2018-2019 Appointments to the Standing Committees of the Academic Senate

**Senate Officers**
David Teitel, Chair
Sharmila Majumdar, V. Chair
Jae-Woo Lee, Parliamentarian
Vineeta Singh, Secretary

**Academic Freedom**
Jyu-Lin Chen, Chair
Gabriel Sarah, Vice Chair*
Stella Bialous
Tony Hunt
Brent Lin
Ahmed Shalabi

**Academic Personnel**
David Lovett, Chair
Lundy Campbell, Vice Chair*
Mary Ellen Barcellos-Hoff
Anne Chang
Sandy Feng
Mallory Johnson
Dorothy Porter
David Saloner
Frank Szoka
Meg Wallhagen
Torsten Wittman

**Academic Planning & Budget**
Sharmila Majumdar, Chair
Aditi Bhargava, Vice Chair*
Dean Chou
Carol Dawson-Rose
Wilson Hsin
Bo Huang
Sang-Mo Kang
Phillip "Dan" Knott
Sean Mong
Jason Platt
Christian Vaise
Paul Volberding

**Clinical Affairs**
Steven Hays, Chair
Geraldine Collins-Bride, V Chair
Larry Baskin
Jennifer Cocohoba
Anne Fabiny
Steve Hetts*
Kirsten Kangelaris
Kathleen Liu
Gaurav Setia
Nilika Singhal

**Committee on Committees**
Pamela Ling, Chair
Jacqueline Leung, V. Chair*
Marek Brzezinski, At-Large
Hannah Glass, SOM Rep
Janine Cataldo, SON Rep
Pamela Den Besten, SOD Rep
Stanton Glantz, At-Large
Donald Kishi, SOP Rep
Janice Tsoh, At-Large

**Courses of Instruction**
Jaekyu Shin, Chair
Pamela Bellefeuille, Vice Chair
Thomas Chi
Gwen Essex
Michael McMaster
Elena Nedelcu
Justin Sewell
Maya Vijayaraghavan
Maria Wamsley

**Educational Policy**
Jennifer Perkins, Chair
Marcus Ferrone, V. Chair
Steve Braunstein
Danielle Brandman
José Gurrola
Lijun Ma
Deborah Johnson*
Lydia Zablotska

**Equal Opportunity**
Jae Sevelius, Chair
Christine Glestonbury, V. Chair*
Esther Chen
Katherine Julian
Katja Brueckner
Lukejohn Day
Kim Dau
Nancy Hessol
Joan Hilton
Errol Lobo

**Faculty Welfare**
Steven Cheung, Chair
Snehlata Oberoi, V. Chair
Jane Jih
Lindsay Ann Hampson
Annessa Flentje
Elyse Foster
Tiffany Pon ("Glocke")
Jill Hollenbach*
Pedram Aleshi

**Graduate Council**
Roland "Dyche" Mullins, Chair
Bjoern Schwer, Vice Chair
Xin Chen
Xin Duan
Susan Fisher
Carissa Harris
Young-Wook Jun
Sara Knox
Maxence Nachury
Bethany Phoenix
Minnie Sarwal*
Laura Wagner
Arthur "Jeremy" Willsey

**Library & Scholarly Communication**
Diana Laird, Chair
Marta Margeta, Vice Chair*
Annette Carley
Cristin Kearns
Bridget O'Brien
Irina Strigo

**Privilege & Tenure**
Ronald Henry, Chair
Victor Reus, Vice Chair*
Cherrie Boyer
Susan Chapman
Daniel Fried
Mi-Ok Kim
Steven Pletcher
Dorit Ron
Minnie Sarwal

**Research**
Lea Grinberg, Chair
Marguerita Lightfoot, V. Chair
Adam Abate
Joelle Brown
Wenhan Chang
Farid Chehab
Elena Flowers
Benjamin Franc
Stuart Gansky*
Danielle Jones
Penny Brennan
Janel Long-Boyle
Peter Rechmann
Sim Porten
Parya Saberi
Lei Wang
Emmanuel Waubant
Elad Ziv

**Rules & Jurisdiction**
Mark Seielstad, Chair
Katherine Yang, V. Chair*
Linda Angin
Spencer Behr
Sheila Brear
Jahan Fahimi
Jae-Woo Lee
Mary Lynch
Elaine Tseng

**Sustainability Ad-Hoc Committee**
Seema Ghandi, Chair
Robert Gould
Katherine Gruenberg
Tom Newman
Andrea Olmos
Amy Padula
Michele Pelter
Guy Shochat

**Space**
Vineeta Singh, Chair
Steve Hetts, V. Chair
Fran Aweeka
Sheila Brear
Xiao Hu
Thomas Lang
Descartes Li
Chuck McCulloch
Sri Nagarajan
David Teitel
Paul Volberding

**Representatives to Other UC Systemwide Committees**
Paul Blanc (EDIT)
Andrew Bindman (HCTF)
Gerald Dubowitz (UCIE)
Jae-Woo Lee (UCRF)
Pamela Ling (UCOC V. Chair)
Andrea Hasenstaub (BOARS)
Steve Hetts (Regents Hlth Srvc)
David Rabinowitz (UCACC)
Roberta Rehm (HCTF)
Rich Schneider (UCOLASC Chair)
Vy Vy Young (UCOPE)

**Delegates to the Systemwide Assembly of the Academic Senate**
Marek Brzezinski
Steven Cheung
Jacqueline Leung
Elena Flowers
Vineeta Singh

**Alternate Delegates to the Systemwide Assembly of the Academic Senate**
Janine Cataldo
Jen Cocohoba
Janet Myers
Snehlata Oberoi

* Representative to the Corresponding UC Systemwide Committee
** Temporary appointment
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